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Take math understanding to a higher level
Now that Imagine Math is part of the Imagine Learning family, 
its adaptive digital curriculum is better than ever—thanks to the 
enhanced language support that’s a hallmark of Imagine Learning.

Watch for these exciting new features:

Enhanced glossary experience

Increased rigor in new lessons

24 printable performance tasks 

Enhanced state-specific performance levels

Tackle challenging words in math questions by 
clicking through to the glossary—with additional 
audio support in English and Spanish.

Acquire new skills in grades 4–8  
(i.e., adding/subtracting fractions or learning 
about simple/compound interest).

Expand blended learning opportunities via 
offline, printable lessons.

Imagine Math Benchmark performance levels can  
now be used to predict end-of-course performance  
in more states (select states only).

Learn more at imaginelearning.com

NEW:
Easier  

rostering!



Enhanced glossary experience
With its new glossary enhancements, Imagine Math now offers even 
more language support for students.

Printable performance tasks
Monitor student understanding with new offline, printable lessons that 
can enhance blended learning opportunities in grades 3–5.

Now, students  
can connect to the 
glossary by clicking 
hyperlinked words 
in a question.

•  Establish 
more real-life 
connections 
to math.

•  Connect to STEM-
related readings in 
Imagine Language 
& Literacy.

•  Promote learning 
across the 
curriculum.

By clicking the 
audio button, 
students can hear 
questions aloud in 
English or Spanish.

The glossary now  
contains significantly  
more academic and 
math vocabulary 
words.
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CA

HI

ID

KYMO

MI

NV

NC

ND

OK

SD

WA

WY

Increased rigor in new lessons
Thanks to ongoing enhancements to the Imagine Math curriculum, now students 
in grades 4–8 can experience greater rigor and build higher-order thinking skills.

Enhanced state-specific performance levels
Educators in even more states will see their benchmark performance levels 
correlate with their state end-of-course tests as a predictor of performance.

Correlated performance 
levels and states report 
Quantile measures

Correlated performance 
levels between benchmark 
and state tests

Imagine Math now 
includes correlations 
with nine new states.

•  Lesson focus includes 
such tasks as adding 
and subtracting 
fractions, dilations, 
and simple/compound 
interest.

Seven new lessons 
encourage higher-
order skill mastery.



Self-paced video tutorials 
Imagine Learning University is a self-service education center designed 
to help teachers make the most out of Imagine Math.

Support and technical information
Imagine Math support is even more accessible, thanks to our new, user-friendly site.

    Browse our video 
library 24/7:

•   Self-paced learning

•   Easy-to-digest 
information

•   Certificates for 
course completion

https://university.imaginelearning.com/

http://support.imaginelearning.com/

Get real-time 
product updates 

Learn about key 
features by user role

Check compatibility 
of your device
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